I

was so excited to have met Kimberley Goudey. She is an awesome and phenomenal woman,
and her message is revolutionary. It’s something women have needed to hear about for a long
time. I caught up with Goudey as she was doing a Resolute Trust presentation at Lewis Finch
Studios. Her message blew my mind. I felt it was truly revolutionary, and my readers needed
to hear about it. I asked Goudey why no one was talking about this concept, and just what was The
Resolute Trust? I’m still just as excited today conducting this interview as I was from the first time I
heard her presentation on the power of The Resolute Trust. You are in for a knowledge treat.
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“It was reported that Nelson Rockefeller said, ‘The secret to success is to
own nothing and control everything.’ I couldn’t agree more,” says Goudey. “I
originally thought Trusts were for the super-wealthy, and their sole purpose
was to protect the family’s estate from Estate Tax when one passed. I have
since learned that Trusts can be quite powerful while one is still living. The
wealthy pass down their knowledge from generation to generation. Each of
their children are taught how to maintain their family’s legacy and wealth. I
see an opportunity with the new entrepreneur. Not many people are teaching
the first-generation entrepreneur the asset protection and strategic tax reduction strategies needed to build a lasting legacy. Many business owners excel at
making money, but very few are taught how to keep their money. It’s not about
wealth; rather, it’s about acquiring the knowledge that will lead to sustained
wealth, and about teaching generations of families how to leave a legacy utilizing the IRS rules the wealthy use to THEIR advantage.”
Goudey goes on to explain just what The Resolute
Trust is. “It has been around for over 25 years, specifically
designed for BOTH Asset Protection and Tax Reduction.
The word Resolute means purposeful, determined, and
unwavering. The Trust was designed by a collaboration
of CPAs, Trust Attorneys, Tax Attorneys and, Contract
Attorneys. It took 12 years to develop and has been vetted
in all 50 states. Some of our Signature Trust lines include
Legacy, Business, Real Estate, Retirement and Charitable
Trusts.” According to Goudey, “Our Resolute Trust not
only helps the business owners protect assets, but also helps
with strategic tax planning while the business owner is alive
and producing income. I have grown and owned businesses my whole adult life
utilizing my CPA knowledge in business, but I have never seen such a powerful
tax reduction strategy as provided by utilizing our Trust. It all boils down to
knowledge and using the rules in your favor.”
Exactly, what type of clients do you work with? “I work with business
owners as well as individuals to protect their assets and reduce their tax liability. I
was looking for personal asset protection when I found this Trust. Having a CPA
background, I recognized the power on the tax reduction side, and began using trust
strategies personally. After it helped my family so dramatically, I said “We’ve got to
get this message out there”. Learning the rules changed my life, and it was a message
I just had to share. So, that’s why this business was formed.”

...the reason they don’t like
the IRS is because they
don’t know the rules. I love
the IRS!!! Once you know
the rules, it works.
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I asked Goudey, Do you need to be wealthy to
play in this revolutionary space? “You don’t have to be
wealthy to possess this knowledge, it’s just that most wealthy
people have it. Having it could change your life as it has
mine. I’ve met people with NET worth of $60 million or
more that didn’t possess this knowledge. They didn’t realize
that they were just one lawsuit away from losing everything.
I’ve also met many career attorneys and tax professionals that
never heard of utilizing strategies of this type. It’s proven to
be a narrow and specialized field that many don’t understand.
As I mentioned, this Trust is 25 years old, and it took over 12
years to write. Its development included some of the brightest
minds in the field of Trust law.”
As I said, revolutionary knowledge, so how does the
tax code fit into this Resolute Trust? “Good question,”
says Goudey. “People usually say, ‘That seems too good to be
true’, so I spend at least 10-15 minutes of my presentation
showing clients the background and history of Trust law. Most
folks ask, ‘Why don’t I know about this already?’ and that’s
where we have our discussions on the knowledge of the wealthy,
how they teach each other, and how they keep the knowledge
within their circles. There are a lot of people out there that do
not like the IRS and I hear it constantly. But the reason they
don’t like the IRS is because they don’t know the rules. I love
the IRS!!! Once you know the rules, it works.”
“I actually take businesses out of the gray areas and make
them more compliant utilizing the Trust tax code. And we’re
fully transparent to the IRS because we use legal means to do
it. Did you know the IRS handbook says, ‘Avoidance of taxes
is not a criminal oﬀense, and any attempt to reduce, avoid,
minimize or alleviate taxes by legitimate means is permissible’?
The problem is that most people aren’t doing it legitimately. I
actually make businesses MORE compliant.”
Fantastic! Next question - how did you come upon
this concept? I know it’s been around, but how did you
discover it? “Well, I am a CPA and I was looking for asset
protection for a number of diﬀerent businesses I own. I’ve always been told I’m not the typical CPA. So, this enabled me to align my passion for creative strategies (what I love to do)
with making a living.” Scenario—I have prepared my taxes which includes all the deductions that I think I can lawfully take, but I still wonder if I’ve realized every legal opportunity to minimize my tax liability. So, how would you help someone with that scenario? Each
person’s life situation will be very diﬀerent. The tax strategy is customized depending on my
client’s current situation. The power is in the planning. The details would be really hard to go
into, but we take a look at your tax returns, assets, income, and personal or business situation
and decide how we want to customize the use of the diﬀerent Trust tax codes. Everyone has
diﬀerent goals. Some choose not to protect all their assets, but others might want to use a
Trust to protect most of them. So, it really comes down to what the client wants and what
they are looking for from a Trust. We look for a long-term plan. It’s beautiful… You’re in
control, and you’re in the power seat.”
When asked about piercing the veil, Goudey goes on to explain. “A lot of
people believe they are protected by the LLC. They are protected by the LLC as long as
they are compliant, and they’re doing their board meeting minutes, and meeting all the
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requirements of the LLC. But no matter how hard someone tries to be compliant,
they usually are not. All it takes is one swipe of their business credit card to buy
their groceries or taking their family out to dinner on a business meal when it’s not
technically a business meal. They have pierced that corporate veil. Also, on protection issues, the more successful you are, the more you’re going to be sued. The average
person gets sued four times in their lifetime. In business, owners are more likely to be
sued by their employees than anyone else. The more famous or wealthy you become,
the more of a target you are. The Trust creates a healthy barrier between these often-frivolous lawsuits and your assets. Regardless of whether you’re right or wrong,
in America, anyone can sue anyone for anything. The normal cost of defending a
lawsuit, if it doesn’t go to court, is $50,000. If you end up going to court this cost
rises into the hundreds of thousands of dollars. If there are no assets to access, there
is no motivation for someone to sue you. Again, if you own something it could be
taken away,” states Goudey.
My passion is helping women entrepreneurs, therefore I had to ask,
how you would describe your work with women groups? Goudey answers,
“I speak to professional women’s organizations often. I always tell people, ‘If you can
get a group together I’d love to do a presentation’. Most of the time I do seminars.
The more, the merrier. It’s more interesting when you get a group of people together.
You get a certain dynamic where one person might ask a question which answers
another’s question, or perhaps prompts a new question from someone else. You can
start to see the power of the product in those group discussions.”
Tell us a little about your family. “I’ve been married 20 years to my husband
Bill. We have a son, Nicholas (13), and a Daughter, Allie (16). I’m originally from the
DC area, and my husband and I moved to Atlanta in 1998. We organized a group
of investors to open a restaurant franchise. We bought the franchise rights to
build Copelands of New Orleans restaurants here in Atlanta. Upon moving to
Atlanta, I finished school and my MBA program, starting my career as a CPA.
I was able to do CPA work for two years with a large firm, but I have since been
running and growing businesses in a number of diﬀerent industries.”
The interview is amazing. Thank you for
speaking with us. Are there any final words
that you would like to leave with us? “As a
business owner, my whole life, I’ve wanted to find the
person that holds the collective knowledge of a tax
attorney, CPA, estate planner and financial advisor
to design my financial future. I have yet to find
that knowledge in one person. What I love about
our Trust is that it took over 12 years to write and
included a collaboration of tax attorneys, CPAs, trust
attorneys and contract attorneys that came together
to make this Trust so powerful. It was the dream team I was searching for.
I know it sounds strange to have a Trust with a tax reduction strategy, but
you can protect the assets and you can minimize your taxes. It’s a powerful
combination that you won’t find elsewhere. Your beneficiaries get to enjoy
the benefit of the assets paid for by the Trust without owning the properties themselves. By taking individuals and businesses out of the personal and
business tax code and bringing them into the Trust tax code, there are so many more
legal expenses available”
Again, thank you so much for this interview, it was simply amazing.
Now please tell us how someone that needs your services would reach
you. Kim Goudey info@ResoluteTrusts.com. WOW

We look for a long-term
plan. It’s beautiful… You’re
in control, and you’re in the
power seat.
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